Correction: Enhancement in RNase H activity of a DNA/RNA hybrid duplex using artificial cationic oligopeptides

Rintaro Iwata Hara,ab Yusuke Maeda,ab Haruna Fujimakić and Takeshi Wada*ab

Correction for ‘Enhancement in RNase H activity of a DNA/RNA hybrid duplex using artificial cationic oligopeptides’ by Rintaro Iwata Hara et al., Chem. Commun., 2018, 54, 8526–8529.

The authors regret that an incorrect version of Fig. 1 was included in the original article. The correct version of Fig. 1 is presented below.

Fig. 1 Structures of oligopeptides used in this study.

The Royal Society of Chemistry apologises for these errors and any consequent inconvenience to authors and readers.
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